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1. INTRODUC'.rION 
It is well known, see e.g. [5], that with each point of a Minkowski 
plane there is associated an affine plane, its so-called derived plane. It 
is the purpose of this paper to show that, under certain additional hypo-
theses, with each point of a Minkowski plane there is also associated a 
nearaffine p],.ane, its residual plane. In addition we show that the "known" 
Minkowski plane are characterized by the fact that these nearaffine planes 
are nearaff:i.ne translation planes (see ~9]). Using this result a configu-
rational condition is obtained in a completely natural way which character-
izes the known Minkowski planes. 
2. BASIC CONCEPTS 
Let M be a set of points and L+, L-, C three collections of subsets 
of M. The elements of L := L+ u L are called lines or generators, the ele-
+ -
ments of Care called circles. We say that M = (M,L ,L ,C) is a Minkowski 
plane if the following axioms are satisfied (cf. [5]): 
( ) L+ L Ml : and are partitions of M. 
(M2): Jl+ n l-1 = 1 for all l+ EL+, l- EL-. 
(M3): Given any three points no two or a line, there is a unique circle 
passing through these three points. 
(M4): ll n cl = 1 for all l EL, c EC. 
(MS): There exist three points no two of which are on one line. 
(M6): Given a circle c, a point PE c and a point Qi c, P and Q not on 
one line, there is a unique circle d such that P,Q E d and c n d = {P}. 
Two points P and Qare called plus-parallel (notation PII Q) if P and Qare 
+ 
on a line of L+, minus-parallel (PII_Q) if P and Qare on a line of L-. Par-
allel (PIIQ) means either PII Q or PII Q. For PE M, E =+,-we denote by [P] 
+ - E 
the unique line in LE incident with P. If P, Q and Rare (distinct) nonpar-
allel point:s, then we denote by (P,Q,R) the unique circle containing P, Q 
and R. Two circles c and d touch in a point P if c n d = {P}. 
Fix a point z and put 
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Mz .- M\([Z]+ u [z] ), 
* * Lz .- {c le EC, z E c} u {l !l E L\{[Z]+, [Z] }}, 
where the* indicates that we have removed the point that the circle or line 
has in common with [z]+ u [z] . Then Mz := (Mz,Lz) is an affine plane with 
pointset Mz and lineset Lz (see e.g. [5]). We call Mz the derived plane with 
respect to the point Z. We shall only consider finite Minkowski planes, i.e. 
Minkowski planes with a finite number of points. For finite Minkowski planes 
(M6) is a consequence of the other axioms (see [5]). It is easily seen that 
IL+I = IC!= Ill= lei=: n+1 for all l EL, c EC. The integer n is called 
the order of the Minkowski plane. Notice that n is also the order of the de-
rived planes MZ. 
Following BENZ [1] we sketch the close relationship.between (finite) 
Minkowski planes and sharply 3-transitive sets of permutations. Let Q be a 
finite set, JQI = n+1 ~ 3, and Ga subset of SQ, the symmetric group on Q, 
acting sharply triply transitively on Q. 
Define 
M .- QxQ, 
L+ := {{(a,S)! a E Q} I s E Q}, 
L .- {{(a,S)I s E Q}I a E Q}, 
C .- { { (a, ag) I a E Q} I g E G}. 
+ -Then M := (Q,G) := (M,L ,L ,C) is a Minkowski plane of order n. Conversely, 
every Minkwoski plane can be obtained in this way. 
+ -Two Minkwoski planes M =. (Q,G) = (M,L ,L ,C) and M' = (Q' ,G') = 
(M ',L + ',L - ', C•) are said to be isomorphic if there is a bijection s: M + M' 
such that 
and C I. 
+ 
since s maps the disjoint lines of L onto disjoint lines there are only 
. 'l (LE)S LE (LE L-E hf' two poss1b1 ities, either = or ) = , i: = +,-. Int e irst 
cases is called a positive isomorphism in the second case a negative 
isomorphism .. Ifs is a positive isomorphism then there exist bijections 
s a b · -1 
a,b: Q • Q' such that (a,B) = (a ,S) for all a,B E Q, and G' = a Gb. 
Ifs is a negative isomorphism then there exist bijections a,b: Q • Q' 
s b a -1 -1 
such that (ci, S) = (S ,a ) , and G' = b G a. It follows that we may as-
sume w. l.o.g that id E G. 
A (pos:Ltive, negative) automorphism of a Minkowski plane M is a (pos-
itive, negative) isomorphism of M onto itself. The automorphism group 
Aut(Q,G) ~ S QxQ of the Minkowski plane (Q,G) is given by 
Aut(Q,G) = {(a,b) I a- 1Gb -1 G} u {(a,b) I a Gb 
where T is the permutation which sends (a, S) to (S,a). 
3. THE RESIDUAL PLANE 
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+ -Let M == (M,L ,L ,C) be a Minkowski plane. Fix a point Z EM and define 
M M\([Z] u[Z] ) . We have already remarked that the lines ;l[z] ,[Z] to-
z + - + -
gether with the circles which are incident with Z are the lines of an affine 
plane with pointset Mz. We shall show that the lines ;l[z] ,[Z] together 
+ -
with the circles not incident with Z are the lines of a nearaffine plane with 
the same pointset if suitable conditions are assumed to hold is M. 
For each point PE~ we let the points P+ and P be defined by 
+ P •= Cz] n[P] , P := [z] n[P] . The restriction of a line l or circle c 
+ - - + 
* * to Mz is denoted by l := ln~ resp. c := en~- For any two distinct points 
P,Q E ~ we define 
P UQ {
l* 
:= {P} + - * U (P ,P ,Q) 
iff P,Q El EL, 
iff P and Qare nonparallel. 
Since two circles can have at most two points in common it follows that 
* P U Q = Q LJI P if and only if P U Q = l for some l E L, provided the order 
n of Mis at least 5. The verification of the axioms (L1), (L2) and L(3) 
(see [9]) is now straightforward. In order to define parallelism we have 
to require that the following condition holds in M for every point Z. 
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(A): Let P 1 , Q1 , P2 , Q2 E MZ and suppose that P 1 and Q1 , P2 and Q2 , P1 and 
P2 are nonparallel. If there exists a circle c touching (P;,P~,Q1 ) in 
P~ and touching (P;,P;,Q2 ) in P;, then there also exists a circled 
+ - + + -touching (P 1 ,P1 ,Q1 ) in P1 and touching (P2 ,P2 ,Q2 ) in P2 (see figure 1). 
C 
d 
Fig. 1. 
In the definition of P 1 lJ Q1 II P 2 lJ Q2 we have to distinguish several cases. 
~~~~-!: P 1 and Q1 parallel, say P 1 lJ Q1 * € = t 1 for some ! 1 EL. 
~~~~-~: P 1 and Q1 nonparallel, P 1 , P2 parallel, say P1,P2 El E LE. From 
[9], proposition 3.1, it is clear that we have to define 
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Case 3: P and 
------ 1 
and P4 
Q1 nonparallel and P 1 ,P2 nonparallel. Put P 3 = [P1J+n [P2 J_ 
:= [P1 ]_ n [P2 ]+ (see fig. 1). P 1 U Q1 II P2 U Q2 : <=> There 
exists P 3 U Q3 such that 
Notice that condition (A) is equivalent to: P 1 UQ1IIP2 UQ2 implies 
P2 UQ2 IIP 1 UQ1 , i.e. parallelism is a symmetric relation. We prove that 
parallelism is a transitive relation. Suppose P 1 UQ1 IIP2 UQ2 and 
P2 UQ)IP3 UQ3 (with distinct P 1 , P2 , P3 ). We prove that P 1 UQ1 IIP 3 UQ3 . 
Case a): P IIQ. Trivial 
------- 1 1 
~~~~-el: P 1 rQ1, P 1' P 2 , P 3 E .l for some .l E L. The transitivity follows 
at once from the following observation. If c, d, e, EC and c and d touch 
in a point P, d and e touch in the same point P, then c and e touch in P. 
To show this suppose Q E c n e, Q-:/- P, then there are two circles through 
Q, namely c and e, touching din P. This contradicts (M6). 
S:~~~-~l= P 1tQ 1 , P 1 E [P2 ]E, P3 E [P2 ]_E for some E 
P 1 U Ql II P 3 U Q3. 
+,-. By definition 
S:~~~-9l: P1)rQ1, p1IIEP2 for some E = +,-, plp1' P/P2. Put p4 := [P2]En[P3]-E. 
Since P2 UQ}P3 UQ3 there exists Q4 such that P2 UQ2 IIP4 UQ4 IIP3 UQ3 . 
Apply case b) to find P 1 UQ111P4 UQ4 and case c) to find P 1 UQ111P3 UQ3 . 
S:~~~-~l= p1JrQ1, p1IIEP3 for some E = +,-, P2fp1' P2fP3. Put p4 := [p1]En[P2]-E. 
There exists Q4 such that P 1 UQ1 IIP4 UQ4 and P4 UQ4 IIP 3 UQ3 . Apply case b). 
S:~~~-!l: P 1 JtQ 1 , P 1 , P 2 , P 3 mutually nonparallel. Put P 4 := [P 1 ] +n[P 2 J _. 
There exists Q4 and that P 1 U Q1 II P 4 U Q4 and P 4 U Q4 11 P 2 U Q2 . Apply case 
d) to find P4 UQ4 IIP3 UQ3 and so P 1 UQ111P3 UQ3 . 
Let Lz be the set of all P UQ, P,Q EM, P-:/- Q. It is not hard to 
z 
1,Z z II show that ~1 := (M ,L ,LJ, ) satisfies all the axioms of a nearaffine plane 
z 
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except possibly (P2) or (P2'). For (P2) to hold we have to require: 
(B) : 
If we content ourself with the weaker (P2') we have to require: 
(C) : Let e: be + or - I A and B two distinct points on [Z] 
e:' 
A ::/- z ::/- Band 
cl and c2 two circles touching in A. Put (see figure 2) 
C. := [zJ n C •, i = 1, 2, 
1 -e: 1 
P. := [A] n [c. J e:, i = 1,2, 1 -e: 1 
Q ·= [BJ n C., i = 1, 2, i · . e: 1 
D. := [Q. J n [zJ , i = 1,2, 
1 1 e: -e: 
d. := (P., D., B), i = 1,2. 
1 1 1 
Then a1 and d2 touch in B. 
[Z] e:-- - -
Fig. 2. 
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If Mis a Minkowski plane satisfying the conditions (A) and (B) or (A) 
and (C) and z a point of M, then the nearaffine plane Mz is called the resi-
dual plane with respect to Z. 
+ -For the remainder of this section let M = (M,L ,L ,C) be a Minkowski 
plane satisfying the conditions (A) and (C). Since U and II are defined 
strictly in terms of the incidence in M it follows at once that an auto-
morphism of M fixing a point z, induces an automorphism of Mz, i.e. 
Aut(M)z ~ Aut(Mz). In fact, Aut(Mz) ~ Aut(MZ) as we shall see in a moment. 
The crucial observation is the following lemma. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let z be a point of M. For any two nonparallel points A and B 
of Mz let [A,B] be the set of points consisting of A, B, Zand the points 
C E Mz, nonparallel to A and B, for which there is no set PU Q\{P} con .. 
taining A, Band C. Then 
[A,B] = (A,B,Z). 
PROOF. Clearly both [A,B] and (A,B,Z) contain A, Band Z. Let CE (A,B,Z), 
C ~ A,B,Z then (A,A,C) = (A,B,Z). Suppose for some P,Q E ~ we have 
+ - + - + -A,B,C E P LJ Q\{P}. Then A,B,C E (P ,P ,Q) \{P ,P } , so (A,B,C) = (P ,P ,C) 
a circle not passing through z, a contradiction. Conversely, let c E [A,B], 
C ~ A,B,Z and suppose CE (A,B,Z). Then Z f (A,B,C) and so (A,B,C) inter-
sects [Z]+ and [Z] 
with P defined by P 
tion. D 
in points P+ and P- respectively, different from z. So, 
+ - . 
= [P ] n[P ]+' A, B, C are on P U Q\{P}, a contradic-
The lemma just proved shows that the residual plane Mz completely 
determines the Minkowski plane M. The lines of M can be recovered from the 
straight lines of Mz, the circles not containing z from the proper lines of 
Mz, and the circles containing z from the sets [A,B]. This proves the fol-
lowing theorem. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let Y and Z be the points of H. Then 
a) MY::: Mz iff there exists <I> E Aut(M) such that y<I> = z. 
b) Any automorphism of Mz can be extended to an automorphism of M fixing z. 
c) z Aut(M)z::: Aut(M ). 
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It is not hard to show that for any point z of M the residual plane 
MZ satisfies the Veblen-~ondition (V'). In fact we can prove somewhat more. 
3.3. THEOREM. Let Z EM, l EL, l ~ [Z] ,[z] and let Y be defined by 
+ -
Y = l n ([Z] u[z] ). Then 
+ -
where l* is the straight line l\{Y} of Mz (notation as in [9]). 
z 
PROOF •. Define an isomorphism <I>: Mz -+ ~ of Ml* onto fl\ as follows. For 
PE Mz, Pi l* we define P<I> := P, and for PE Mz, PE l*, P<I> := [p] n[Z] , 
-e: e: 
where e: is determined by l E Le:. D 
As a direct consequence of this theorem we have the following result. 
3.4. THEOREM. If the derived plane Mz is a translation plane for every 
z EM, then the residual plane Mz is a nearaffine translation plane for 
every Z EM. 
PROOF. Apply 3.3 and 5.2 of [9]. 0 
As a converse to this theorem we mention the following theorem. 
3.5. THEOREM. Let Z 
plane, then Mz is a 
tion group. 
z be a point of M. If M is a nearaffine translation 
translation plane and flf and Mz have the same transla-
PROOF. By 3.2 every automorphism of Mz is also an automorphism of Mz, and 
it is not hard to show that a straight translation of Mz with a direction 
corresponding to Le: is also a translation of M. Let T and T be the trans-
+ 
z + -lation groups of M with directions L and L respectively. Since T+ and T 
are also translation groups of Mz it follows that T+ and T are elementary 
abelian. Hence, by 4.12 of [9], the set T of all translation of Mz is a group 
and T =TT = the full translation group of Mz. D 
+ -
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4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE KNOWN FINITE MODELS 
Using the correspondence with sharply triply transitive sets of permu-
tations all known (finite) Minkowski planes can be described as follows. Let 
h p be a prime, ha positive integer, q := p and~ an automorphism of GF(q). 
Let G(~) be the set of permutations acting on the projective line Q := 
PG(l,q) = GF(g) U { 00 } given by 
ax+b 
a,b,c,d E GF(q), ad-be (nonzero) in GF(q), X •-- I = square cx+d 
X 
ax~+b 
•---
cx~+d 1 
a,b,c,d E GF(q), ad-be = non square in GF(q), 
i.e. G(~) = Gl U ~ G2 , where Gl := PSL(2,q) and G2 := PG(2,q)\PSL(2,q). 
Then G(~) is sharply triply transitive on Q (cf. [7], [8], [10]). The resi-
dual planes of (Q,G(~)) are easily seen to be the nearaffine translation 
planes described in [9], section 8. We shall show that a Minkowski plane 
whose residual planes are nearaffine translation planes, is isomorphic to 
an (Q,G(~)). 
Let c be a circle of a Minkowski plane M of order n and Z a point of 
M, Zic. If Mz is augmented to a projective plane, then the points of 
c* = c\([Z]+u[Z]_) together with the two ideal points corresponding to L+ 
and L constitute an oval in this projective plane. If n is even, there 
exists a point (the nucleus of the oval) in the projective plane such that 
the n+l lines incident with this point are the n+l tangents of the oval. If 
n is odd, each point of the projective plane is incident with O or 2 tangents 
(see [3]). From this observation we deduce the following lemma. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let M be a Minkowski plane of order n. If n is even, there can-
not exist 3 distinct circles c 1 , c 2 , d such that c 1 and c 2 touch in a point 
z and c. touches din P. ~ z, i = 1,2. In any case there cannot exist 4 dis-
i i 
tinct circles c 1 , c 2 , c 3 and d such that c 1 , c 2 , c 3 touch in a point z and 
such that c. touches din a point P. ~ z, i = 1,2,3. 
i i 
PROOF. Case n is even. Suppose circles c 1 , c 2 and d as described exist. The 
lines [[Z]+nd]_ and [[Z]_nd]+ are tangents to the oval corresponding with 
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din the projective plane associated with~- They intersect in a point of 
M.z· Also c 1 and c 2 are tangents to the oval. 'They intersect in an ideal 
point of the projective plane, a contradiction. 
Case n is odd. Now c 1 , c2 and c 3 correspond to tangents of the oval 
din the projective plane associated with A4z. They intersect in one (ideal) 
point, a contradiction. D 
4.2. THEOREM. Let M = (Q,G) = (M,L+,L-,C) be a Minkowski plane of order 
n ;'2: 5. Suppose conditions (A) and (C) hold in M and that if' is a nearaffine 
translation plane for every point z. Then M ~ (Q,G(~)). 
PROOF. Fix a 1 E Q. For each point (a1 ,S) EM there is an elementary abelian 
T .,(a1,S) 11 T group _(a 1,S) of translations of 111 and n(ai,S)' and _(a 1 ,S) ~ Aut(M) 
(3.2, 3.4, 3.5). Each T_(a1 ,S) fixes all lines of L- and one line of L+ 
(namely.the line {(a,S) la E Q}). Using the notation of section 2, each 
T_(a 1,S) consists of positive automorphisms of the form (1,b), where b ESQ 
fixes Sand Gb = G, i.e. for each SEQ there is an elementary abelian group 
B(S) which fixes S, acts regularly on Q\{S}, and for which GB(S) = G. Define 
B := <B(S) IS E Q>, then Bis doubly transitive on Q and GB= G. Therefore 
G is a union of cosets of Band in particular B s G. Hence, no nontrivial 
permutation in B leaves 3 letters fixed. By a theorem of FEIT ([4]), B con-
tains a normal subgroup of order n+l or there exists an exactly triply tran-
sitive permutation ,group B0 containing B such that [B0 :B] ~ 2. Suppose B 
contains a normal subgroup of order n+l, then B also contains a sharply 
doubly transitive subgroup B*. The circles {(a,ag) la E Q}, g EB* together 
with the lines l EL now constitute an affine plane of order n+l and hence 
configuration as described in 4.1 exist, a contradiction. Therefore B ~ B0 , 
where B0 is sharply 3-transitive, and [B0 :B] ~ 2. All sharply triply tran-
sitive groups are known (see [6]). If n is even, then B0 ~ PSL(2,n) and so 
B = G = PSL ( 2, n) , i.e. M is the classical Minkowski plane of order n = 2h. 
If n is odd, there are at most two sharply 3-transitive groups of degree 
n+l and such a group certainly contains PSL(2,n). The Sylow p-subgroups B(S) 
of Bare the Sylow p-subgroups of PSL(2,n). Therefore B ~ PSL(2,n) and since 
!Bl ;'2: ~(n+l) (n) (n-1) it follows that B ~ PSL(2,n). Thus, with Gl := 
PSL(2,n) and G2 := PSL(2,n)\PSL(2,n), 
G = G1 U ep G2 
Q 
for some ep E, S . It remains to show that ep is an automorphism of GF (n) • 
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If x, y and z are three 
that xep = x 9 , yep= yg, 
xep = xeph, y~p = yeph, zep 
distinct points of !'2, then there is a g E G1 auch 
zep = zg for otherwise there exists h E G such that 
2 
= zeph, i.e. h = 1, contradicting h E G2 . If follows 
that we may assume w.l.o.g. that ep fixes 0,1 and 00 • If we do so it also 
follows that 
square in GF{n) for all x,y E GF(n), X f= y, 
for g E G1 determined by xep = xg, yep= yg, 00 = 00¢ = 00g has determinant 
xep-g<P 
By a theorems of BRUEN and LEVINGER (see [2]) it follows that¢ is 
x-y 
an automorphism of GF (n). D 
Using the previous theorem it is possible to give a geometric charac-
terization of the Minkowski planes (Q,G(c/J)). Consider the following con-
figurational condition: 
(D): Let Ebe+ or-, l E LE and V,W two distinct points on l. Suppose 
c and c' are two distinct circles touching in V. Let Y and Q be two 
distinct points on c, YJW, QJW. Define 
Y' := c' n [Y] I 
-E 
Q' := c' n [Q] 
-E I 
d := (Y,Q,W), 
d' := (Y',Q',W). 
Then d and d' touch in W ( see figure 3) . 
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C 
Fig. 3. 
Notice that (D) is nothing but a special case of the Desarques configuration 
(D1) in MZ on the points P, Q, R, P', Q', R'. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let M be a Minkowski plane of order n ~ 5, and suppose (D) 
holds in M. Then Mis isomorphic to one of the planes (Q,G(~)). 
Of course the proof of 4.3 is based on 4.2 and it is clear that (D) 
implies (A). Also (C) is a consequence of (D). 
4.4. LEMMA. Let M be a Minkowski plane of order n 
a) If n is even then (A) implies (B) (hence (C)). 
b) In any case (D) implies (C). 
PROOF. a) The following statement is easily seen to be equivalent to (B): If 
+ - + -the circles c and d as described in (A) exist, then P 1 E (P 2,P 2 ,Q2 ) ~ P 2 E (P 1 ,P 1 ,Q1). 
To prove this last statement, consider the configuration of condition (A) 
+ - + -
and suppose c and d exist, P2 E (P1 ,P1 ,Q1) but P1 i (P2 ,P2 ,Q2 ). Let e be the 
+ - + 
circle through P1 touching (P2 ,P2 ,Q2 ) and c in P2 , f the circle through P1 
touching (P;,P;,Q1) in P2 • By (A) e and and f touch in P1 • Similarly it fol-
+ -lows that the circle g through P1 touching (P2 ,P2 ,Q2 ) in P2 touches fin P1 . 
+ -Therefore g and e touch in P1 and so the circles g,e, (P2 ,P2 ,Q2 ) touch each 
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other in P;,.P;,P1 . This contradicts 4.1 since n is even. 
b) Consider the configuration of condition (C). We claim that (P1 ,Q1 ,z) and 
(P2 ,Q2 ,z) touch in Z. If (P.,Q.,Z) touches c. in Q. for i = 1,2, this fol-i l l l 
lows from (A). Suppose therefore that (P 1 ,Q1 ,z) does not touch c 1 in Q1 , 
i.e. suppose that (P1 ,Q1 ,z) has another point E1 -:/= Q1 in common with c 1 . 
Put E2 := [El ]_En c2. By (D) the circles (E2,Q2,Z) and (El ,Ql ,Z) = (Pl ,Ql ,Z) 
touch in Z. Suppose (E2 ,Q2 ,z) intersects [A]_E in a point P2 -:/= P2 . Let Y be 
the point of intersection of [z]E and (E2 ,P2,c2 ). If we apply (D) twice it 
follows that (E 1,P1 ,Y) and (E1 ,c1 ,Y) both touch (E2 ,P2,c2 ) in Y. Hence 
(E 1 ,P1 ,Y) = (E 1 ,c1 ,Y) and impossibility because P 1llc1. We have proved 
P2 E (E2 ,Q2 ,.z), i.e. (Pl ,Q1 ,Z) and (P2 ,Q2 ,z) touch in Z. So: c 1 and c 2 
touch in A implies (P 1 ,Q1,z) and (P2 ,Q2 ,z) touch in Z. It is easily seen 
that the converse also holds. If we replace c. by d., i = 1,2, it follows 
l l 
that d 1 and d2 touch in B. D 
To finish the proof of 4.3 we have to show that all residual planes 
Mz are nearaffine translation planes. By 3.4 it suffices to show that all 
derived planes M Z are translation planes. 
4.5. LEMMA. Let M be a Minkowski plane satisfying (D), then Mz is a trans-
lation planE~ for every point Z. 
PROOF. Let Z EM and P,Q,R,P',Q',R' EMzsuch that PII_P', QII_Q', RII_R', the 
line PQ (in Mz) is parallel to P'Q' and PR is parallel to P'R'. We have to 
show that QR is parallel to Q'R', i.e. we have to show that the circles 
(Z,Q,R) and (Z,Q' ,R') touch in z. We assume here that P,Q,R (and also 
P' ,Q' ,R') are mutually nonparallel. The other cases follow from the cases 
we do consider. Put Y = (P,Q,R) n [z]+. If we apply (D) to (P,Q,Z), (P' ,Q' ,Z), 
(P,Q,Y) = (P,Q,R) and (P' ,Q' ,Y), it follows that (P,Q,R) and (P' ,Q' ,Y) touch 
in Y. Application of (D) to (P,R,Z), (P',R',Z), (P,R,Y)=(P,Q,R)and(P',R',Y) 
yields (P,Q,,R) and (P' ,R' ,Y) touch in Y. Hence (P' ,Q' ,Y) = (P',R',Y) = (P',Q',R'). 
Finally we apply (D) to (Q,R, Y) (Q' ,R', Y), (Q,R,Z) and (Q' ,R' ,Z) and obtain 
the desired result. D 
Notice that it is possible to give a proof of 4.3 without using the 
theory of nearaffine planes. Show directly, using (D), that any translation 
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of a desired plane Mz extends to an automorphism of M. Then argue as we 
did in 4.2. 
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